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A high time resolution is an indispensable condition 
in the experiment on n n -dimesoatom research [11 
undertaken at the "Positronium" setup [21. High rate of 
occidental coincidences between two arms of magnetic 
spectrometer limits tolerant beam intensity and a speed of 
data accumulation. 

In this paper scintillation hodoscopes are described 
that have improved 3 times the setup time resolution. 
Presented below characteristics were obtained at Protvino 
70 GeV accelerator during a usual statistics run. 

HODOSCOPE CONSTRUCTION 
The scheme of experimental setup [2] and the position 

of hodoscopes H are seen in Fig.l. 
The hodoscope consists of 8 scintillation elements 

each of 1400x56x56 mm dimensions (Fig.2К The elements are 
oriented horizontally and form 1400x448 mm vertical wall. 
The scintillators are viewed from both ends by 
photomultipliers FEU-143 (40 mm photocathode diameter) 
without lightguides. Eight photomultipliers at each side of 
the hodoscope have a mutual magnetic shield consisting of 
double iron housing and a permalloy screen. Besides, every 
PM has its individual permalloy screen. The 
photomultipliers have an optical contact with scintillator 
and are pressed to it by bolts screwed into the 
scintillator ends. The hodoscope elements together with 
magnetic shield rest on a rigid adjustable frame. 

Polystyrol based scintillator doped with p-terphenyl 
and Р0Р0Р was produced in Laboratory of Nuclear Probl ms, 
JINR. its characteristics being presented in [3]. The 
scintillator was manufactured as blocks and then was sawed 
into 700x56x56 mm bars (a length was limited by the size 
of a bath). After polishing of all sides the bars were 
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Fig.l. Scheme of experimental setup 
magnet, DC - drift chambers, H, 
vertically oriented elements, H 

M - spectrometric 
„ - hodoscopee with 
hodoscopes described 

in this paper, gas Cherenkov counters, S counters 
for detection of muons 

Fig.2. Design of a hodoscope. 1 - scintillator element, 2 -
photomultiplier, 3 - № divider, 4 - iron magnetic 
shield, 5 - permalloy screen, 6 - light protection 
frame, 7 - rigid base frame 
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welded in pairs to get 1400 mm length (welding was done in 
Physical Institute of Academy of Sciences using developed 
tiî re technology). 

ELECTRONICS 

Л scheme of electronics is presented in Fig.3. Only 
the hodoscope branch of the whole experiment electronics is 
shown. 

Signals of two f'hotomultipliers placed at the opposite 
ends of a hodoscope element get to a mean timer MT [4]. It 
includes two constant fraction shapers, a coincidence 
.-ir'-uit ami a scheme that ensures independence of the 
signal time position on coordinate of particle passage 
through scintillator. The mean timer module has also 
analogue outputs for both channels. 

To remove the dependence of time on coordinate at the 
level of tens picosecond a precise tuning of mean timers is 
needed. This was done with a generator and a variable delay 
that imitated a change in time of light transporting in 
scintillator. A quality of tuning may be characterized by a 
mean square deviation o\_, of the output sigr.al time 
position while changing a delay between channels. Those 
modules were selected that had °'M<p< 100 ps in the range of 
delay ±10 ns {that corresponds to ±1400 mm change in 
coordinate). A mean value of cr for 16 selected modules 
was 55 ps. For one of elements the results were checked 
with cosmic rays at a test stand where trigger counters аг 
50x50x5(1 mm dimensions were moved along the scintillator. 

In real experiment conditions 8 mean timers were used 
for each of two hodoscopes (one module per scintillation 
element), their outputs got together in two "0R""s. The 
summed signals, strobed by the first level trigger, came to 
"start" and "stop" inputs of TDC. The output time code got 
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Fig.3. Scheme of hodoscope electronics. (See the text for 
explanation.) 

to a module DG ("digital gate") that, in the case of code 
being inside preset limits, produced a signal to start up a 
readout system. The limits were set by the CAMAC 
controllBr. Input registers IR served to record the numbers 
of hit elements. 

Preliminary alignment of delays between summed 
hodoscope channels was made by appropriate choice of cable 
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lengths. Precise values of relative delays between channels 
were obtained in a special calibration measurement using 
e e trigger: time shifts between every element from the 
first hodoscope and a single element from the second one 
(and vice versa) were measured [5]. Obtained thus table of 
relative delays was loaded to computer for further 
corrections of time values. 

High voltage at photomultipliers was kept constant 
with an accuracy £ 2V to ensure stability of time 
parameters. 

The measuremeiit of amplitudes was done after summing 
(in AS modules) of PM signals from mean timer analogue 
outputs. The PM high voltage values were set so that all 
PM's had equal mean amplitudee at particle crossings 
through the centers of scintillators. 

All used modules, except specially developed DG and 
AS, are serially produced by JINR electronics facility. 

MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS 

Presented below results were obtained after the 
handling of data derived during an accelerator run in 
experiment on the и л -dimesoatom observation. 

Particles produced at the accelerator internal target 
came to the setup (Fig.l) through the straight line 40 m 
channel. The momentum range of magnetic spectrometer was 

5 —1 from 0.8 to 2.4 GeV/c. Counting rates were about 2-10 s 
in every spectrometer arm. Trigger could arise from 
e e -pairs, n n -pairs or in a one-arm mode. 

TIME RESOLUTION 
The hodoscope time resolution was investigated in e e 

and n n~ trigger modes. Those events were excluded from 
analysis if there were more than one particle detected in 
every arm of spectrometer. 
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The shape of a coincidence peak is well described by 
the Gaussian distribution. But the pion pairs time 
distributions content a significant background caused by 
accidental coincidences, therefore time spectra were fitted 
by a sum of uniform and Gaussian distributions. 

Fig.4a and 4b present distributions over two 
hodoscopes time difference At at e e and n я pairs 
detection after corrections of relative delays in the 
channels. These and further corrections were made at 
off-line data handling. (Accidentals used for uniform 
background fitting extend as long as ±4 ns from the peak 
and are shown in the figure partly.) . The pion distribution 
is remarkably wider (°,Д4.=ЗВ7 ps) than the electron-positron 
one [c =261 ps). This is caused by a difference in momenta 
of two pions that leads to their different time of flight 
along the 45 m way from a target to detectors. This effect 
is negligible for electrons. 

It is interesting to ncte that even a little 
difference (up to several cm) of the individual trajectory 
lengths for particles at the region between magnet entrance 
and detectors produces a noticeable widening of both pion 
and electron distributions. Time distributions obtained 
after time of flight corrections taking into account, both 
momenta and trajectory lengths (calculated at event 
reconstruction) are shown in Fig.4c and 4d. 

Next corrections to At values were applied using 
\< • ••. rni ,-.:пir• 1 itudes. A dependence of time on amplitude 

• '. v.aui l'ec-t due to nonideal performance of constant 
i" • I. ': diapers? thiit are a part of n.ean timer. The 

F'.i--4. ') i\iw. d; ] f crente of two hodoecope signals: 
'J-1 ailf-i i nr-rci-tions on relative delays between 

< li.-iin-vlf c,d after TOF ccrrecUonn it 
e.t - alter amplitude-time corrections у 
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t'.K. Impendence of time on signal amplitude, a) amplitude 
dit3t.r ibution for electrons. An arrow shows the pedestal 
I'j.iition; b) mean At value for separate amplitude ranges 
iii«r. in Fig. 5a. Curve 1 is for the "start" hodoscope, 
к • for i.:ie "stop" one. One channel corresponds 80 ps 

i-jP'.-лимпее uf i>t. 
.trjL,;:nted in Fig.5. 

mean value signal amplitude is 

The,- amplitude- corrections lead to values о-д =224 ps 
l-alrs end иЛ1.-234 ps for n^n" pairs. Corresponding 

i.;~.c t but iono 
; end <J..-234 ps for n n ^t 
ire giver, in Fig.4e and 4f. 
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It was tested if the signal time position depends on 
coordinate of particle crossing the scintillator. In Fig.6 
one can зее a change of At mean value with coordinate for 
C;J.;';3 when PM' з are switched on at only one or another 
•ji'.le of the hodoscopes and for normal total switching on. 

I 
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chan. 
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b) 

400 X mrn 
Kig.6. Time on coordinate dependence for the 1-^t (a.) and 

the 2 • Л hodoscopes. ^ - only left PM's, x - only right 
PM's. • • all PM's are switched on 
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The same shape of dependence for all three modes for every 
hodoscope confirms that the time on coordinate dependence 
is due to nonideal coordinate compensation in mean timer 
modules but the scale of this effect is so small (deviation 
is » * 20 pe) that coordinate correction was not applied. 

A change of coordinate in Fig.6 (and further in Fig.7) 
is limited by ±(400-r500) mm from the center as the 
hodoscope edges did not give coincidences because of less 
aperture of other detectors (the hodoecopes were designed 
for future configuration of the setup). 

Tab.l accumulates all data on time resolution o., in 
At 

ps for the two hodoscopes time difference with consequently 
applied corrections: 

Table 1 

Type of corrections 
for e e for i я 

no corrections 443+3 509±30. 
relative delays 
in channels 

261±2 387+22 

time of flight 237+2 232+9 
signal amplitudes 224+2 234+8 

As both hodoscopee are identical, the resolution a of 
one hodoscope is о - е-,.//2= 158 ps. 

Instability of timing manifests through a drift of the 
coincidence peak position and through the peak widening due 
to different drifts in the channels. To test the position 
and the shape of the time peak there was written some 
number of е е pairs (tagged by a mark) in every 
accelerator cycle (besides detected in experiment n n 
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pairal, there were no accidentals among these events 
practically. The schemes "OR" *ised in this run only were 
not stable enough: a drift of the mean value At during 22 
days of measurements was ±0.3 ns, in some channels it 
reached 1 ns. To reduce the influence cf the drift the 
relative delays between channels were found for every 
recorded magnetic tape using electron-positron pairs. In 
this case the time resolution is influenced by the drift 
for duration of one tape writing only, the last took about 
3 hours. The widths of distributions obtained for various 
tapes differed for ±12^ from presented in Tab.l. values. 

AMPLITUDE CHARACTERISTICS 
Though the main aim of hodoscope development was to 

obtain a high time resolution, their amplitude 
characteristics are also of interest, in particular the 
fj'̂ parntiun of pions and protons by ionization losses. 

Fig.7 shows a dependence of the horoscope mean 
amplitude on coordinate. The measurements were done for 
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Fig.8. Amplitude spectra of positive particles. The numbers 
indicate the ranges of momenta in MeV/c 

electrons as their dE/dx value is practically constant in 
the available momentum range. 

When the trigger was produced by one arm , of 
spectrometer -here were obtained positive particle 
amplitude spectra at different momenta. To widen available 
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momentum range, the value of magnetic field was being 
changed. As is seen from Fig.8, the pion and proton spectra 
are completely separated at momenta under 700 MeV/c, in the 
range 700<P<1000 MeV/c the spectra are partly overlapped 
and at higher momenta a strong overlapping of the spectra 
does not allow to separate pions and protons using 
ionization losses. At momenta above 850 MeV/c an admixture 
of denterons in the beam is seen. The correction of 
amplitude by coordinate was not applied for spectra in 
Fig.8. 

CONCLUSION 
The hodoscopes described in this paper made it possible 

to obtain in real experiment conditions the time resolution 
с =224 ps for coincidences of two hodoscopee. At momenta 
below 1000 MeV/c a separation of pions and protons by their 
ionization losses is also provided. 

The results obtained show it is feasible to use 
photomultipliers FEU-143 for production of wide aperture 
hodoscopes with good time and amplitude parameters. 

The authors are grateful to V.G.Raevsky for his help 
in development and production of detectors, E.M.Andreev for 
designing of the hodoscope, N.A.Maryin for fine tuning of 
mean timers and our colleagues from DIMESOATOM 
collaboration for their help in beam-run measurements. 
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Афанасьев Л.Г. и др. Е13-93-234 
Широкоапертурный сцинтилляционный годоскоп на ФЭУ-143 

Описываются сцинтилляционныс годоскопы на базе фотоумножителей 
ФЭУ-143. Каждый из двух годоскопов состоит из 8 элементов длиной 
1400 мм, сечением 56x56 мм. Временные и амплитудные характеристики 
получены в реальных условиях эксперимента на ускорителе У-70 в Про
твино. Разрешение по разности времен срабатывания двух годоскопов со
ставляет а = 224 пс. При импульсах менее 1000 МэВ/с обеспечивается 
разделение пионов и протонов по величине ионизационных потерь. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных проблем ОИЯИ 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна. 1993 

Afanasyev L.G. et al. Е13-93-234 
Wide Aperture Scintillation Hodoscope 
with FEU-143 Photomuitipliers 

Scintillation hodoscopes with FEU-l^ photomultipliers are described. 
Every of two hodoscopes consists of 8 elements each of length 1400 mm and cross 
section 56x56 mm. The time and amplitude characteristics were obtained in real 
conditions of the physical experiment at the Protvino U-70 accelerator. A 
resolution on time difference between hits of two hodoscopes is a = 224 ps. A 
separation of pions and protons by their ionization losses is also provided at 
momenta less than 1000 MeV/c. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JINR. 

Pirprini of the Joint liibiituio for Nuclear Research. Dubna, 1993 
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